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Hello lovely! 

WELCOME

If you’re reading this right now, there’s a good chance that you’re feeling a less than
luminous these days.

Maybe you’re tired - constantly pushing, proving and over-extending yourself.

Maybe you’ve been feeling down on your body.

Perhaps you’ve been afraid to embrace (and express) your femininity for fear of
appearing “weak” or getting the “wrong” kind of attention.

Or maybe you’ve spent countless hours and dollars trying to “look” beautiful on the
outside, but you never quite feel it deep down.

Sigh… Its tough being such a smart, driven, bodacious woman, isn’t it?  

You have been working so hard to get ahead, and somewhere along the line you
forgot about taking care of yourself.  

(Self-sacrifice is sooo last millennium.)

So you know you can get dolled up and get shit done... 



Working long hours and staying up late partying.  

Over eating and secretly hating on my body.  

Comparing myself to every woman prettier and more successful than me.

Insane pressure to "keep up.”  (With the guys...)  

Afraid to really be myself and shine.

It goes a little something like this…

“I don’t have enough time.”

“I can’t move my body like that."

"I’m just not as {pretty, smart,
successful, sexy, lucky} as she is."

“If they really knew me
they wouldn’t like

{respect, date, love} me.”

Girl, I get it .

I've been there myself just a few years ago... 

 But actually owning subtle sexy confidence that
allows some women to effortlessly radiate beauty?

 
Now, that’s a whole other story….



You weren’t born (as a woman and in that body )
to feel crappy.

 And you can’t afford to waste precious time and energy beating up on yourself
and dimming your light.

Here’s the good news:

This retreat is all about taking care of yourself so that you feel beautiful...

Lit up from the inside out.

It’s about discovering your true beauty and what it’s like to feel feminine,
so that you say:

“OMG there I am!  I’ve been here all along!
 And dammmnn.. . I'm beautiful."

Right now, you’ve just lost contact with your feminine essence - that
innate spark that makes women shine.

You may not have even realized how disconnected and distracted you’ve
become.



And that, my dear, is how you got here.

You’ve been looking in the wrong places to find your value in the world,
waiting for permission to take care of yourself, waiting to be told you’re

beautiful.

Remember those times you didn’t make time to eat or move your body
because you had “too much work” to do?

And that time you didn’t go out because you felt fat?

Or all those times you rushed through your whole day and ate lunch in
front of your computer?

{This is what I call "living from the neck up.”  
And it’s a serious problem for ambitious women!}

Luckily your body and soul are speaking up,
telling you that something isn’t right and you

need a change.

You’ve been chasing the idea of perfection and trying to be the good
girl...

Saying “yes” to please everyone else…  

Living in vicious cycles of self-sacrifice, compare, despair...

Coping with food, alcohol, partying (maybe hiding in a relationship)…

Never truly seeing your beauty and and cultivating your radiance.



So let’s shine some light on the subject…

You’ve got to stop chasing shiny objects and get real with your bad self
(body, mind & soul) so that you can shine, baby, shine!

No one can take care of you and make you feel beautiful like you can.

Luckily I’ll be revealing some of the secrets that women seem to have
forgotten -

The keys to reveal your radiant beauty (and feminine power)!

What you need is a divine feminine sensual
intervention to get your groove back.

Self-care = self-first + self-awareness + self-love

*** Self-care is NOT selfish.***

Taking care of YOU lets you bring your most radiant Self to all that you do.

Radiant = shining; bright:

Radiate =  to extend, spread, or move from a center.
extending from a central point



Here’s a secret…  

You attract what you radiate.

Let that sink in...

Radiant beauty is NOT cosmetic.

It is a FEELING that you can embody and exude.  

As a woman, beauty is what you are at your core.  

You become radiant when you recognize yourself AS beauty and share
your truth.

Yep, this means accepting and caring for yourself
as the beautiful, powerful, loving and sacred being that you ARE.

OWN IT. 

Your beauty = the unique expression of life that flows through you.

SHARE IT.

What is "radiant beauty" anyway?

NOW IT'S TIME TO GET STARTED!

ON THE NEXT PAGES, COMPLETE THE
JOURNALING PROMPTS.



 I know I am not taking good care of myself when...

REFLECT YOUR RADIANCE

The biggest things that prevent me from taking care of myself and
prioritizing myself first are…



When it comes to my self-care, what I really want to focus on is...

REFLECT YOUR RADIANCE

 I feel beautiful when...
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